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World of Warcraft: Shadowlands pre-expansion patch notes are live
despite the delay to World of Warcraft's next huge expansion pack, there are a lot of changes coming to
the game before the full release of Shadowlands.This pre-expansion patch is set to arrive in WoW on
Tuesday, October 13, with a lot of tweaks to make the overall experience fresh for veteran players and
more accessible to new ones.To get more news about buy wow tbc gold, you can visit lootwowgold
official website.
Following on from the last expansion, the world of Azeroth is in a bit of a pickle. A certain mischievous
someone has pierced the veil between the world and the realm of the dead, which has, in turn, upset the
balance of the two.
There will be a Halloween-themed event taking place in-game soon with the update, as well as an
optional brand new starting area and experience for all races.This will only be live until the launch of
Shadowlands. The release date was initially set for October 27, but since a delay, there is currently no
replacement date in mind.
Considering how this pre-patch is going live October 13, we can probably expect to see Shadowlands
arrive in November.You'll be tasked with a quest to establish a camp in Icecrown, the former Lich King's
domain. It is here where the barrier between Azeroth and the land of the dead has been
disturbed...Interestingly, one big change coming in this update before Shadowlands drops is a huge
adjustment to levelling.
If you're currently playing WoW you'll know that the level cap is at 120, but Shadowlands is going to be
the first expansion to introduce something of a level 'squish'.
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